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This qualitative study investigated different interaction patterns in an online discussion. The data was collected from asynchronous discussion occurred in a graduate course. The data analysis methods include inductive analysis and mapping strategy. The results of the study suggest three layers of interaction: response sequences, interaction amongst participants, and concept map of messages. The visualization of response sequences enabled the researcher to discover complex and dynamic interaction patterns amongst participants. The many-to-many communication feature of online discussion does not always enable direct one-on-one interaction between two participants. Rather, one message contributed to multiple threads in the stream of conversation. In terms of interaction amongst participants, the interaction amongst participants, as indicated in the data, the messages also bind each participant and consequently a group(s) of participants together. It appears that the contribution of one message may not only enable a response to one participant, but also connect many participants to each other. The concept map of messages proposes that response sequences and interaction amongst participants can also be viewed between concepts within messages in the discussion. On the surface, the messages posted by individuals are linked by the system in a linear fashion as they are posted. However, the interaction extends to collaborative conversation amongst participants. Ultimately, a conceptual network of interrelated ideas including multiple perspectives is built in asynchronous discussion.
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Introduction

Research on online collaborative learning has focused on how interaction occurs in a social process. For example, a variety of interaction types are well elaborated in the literature (Anderson, 2003; Harasim, 2012; Hill, Wiley, Nelson, & Han, 2004; Moore, 2012), but most descriptions of the interactions exist in describing relationships (e.g., learner-learner, learner-instructor, learner-content, instructor-content, learner-interface) in various technology-mediated contexts. These descriptions enable us to better understand where interaction exists and what interaction occurs. However, there is little exploration in terms of how the interaction is situated in a variety of contexts (e.g., how learner-learner interaction is reflected in online discussion boards).

Much of the research to date has focused on human interactions, especially learner-learner interactions. Specifically, researchers have investigated the different levels of interaction amongst learner (i.e., the degree of quality and quantity of interaction) (e.g., De Wever, Schellens, Valcke, & Van Keer, 2006; Poldner, Simons, Wijngaards, & van der Schaaf, 2012; Strijbos & Stahl, 2007). The detailed descriptions of the levels of interaction have provided a descriptive analysis scheme that might assist with explicating the social process in online discussion. This does not mean the research to date successfully explored interaction as a social process. Researchers have analyzed how an individual’s message is conveyed in web-based learning; however, the research often ended with quantification of the results, such as how many messages of each level of interaction are generated (e.g., Donnelly, & Gardner, 2011; Järvelä & Häkkinen, 2002; Strijbos & Stahl, 2007). In studies to date, a set of pre-established “codes” was typically applied to the data set. This process is not sufficient to explain the social processes involved in the discussion. Further research is needed to explore how individual representation of meaning supports the group process and how each level of interaction is related to another.

One of the greatest benefits of employing social network analysis is the
visualization of the interaction. Results of studies can be depicted with different nodes (representing participants) and links (representing different patterns of relationship among participants), including the size, density, and centralization of the interactions. While social network analysis provides an opportunity to examine complex and dynamic interactions in a group context, this method does not fully support the investigation of how the social process of learning occurs in different webs of interaction. Without careful consideration of the unique attributes created by time (asynchronicity), the technology system, and students’ behavior, the visualization of the interaction may not enable researchers to examine the actual relationships within the interaction. This needs to be explored in this study.

Studies using a social network analysis of WBL usually take computer logs as an input and examine how the network is centralized and/or the density of the network. Analyzing the relationship of interaction does not enable us to examine what has been said, and what has been done by saying. For example, in an asynchronous discussion, one participant may reply to multiple participants and multiple messages at the same time. Without a detailed examination of students’ behavior and the content of the individual message, we cannot fully describe how or what interaction occurred.

A variety of strategies for online discourse analysis have used in different context. Other researchers have also used different strategies to demonstrate response sequence or relationships amongst participants (e.g., Fahy et. al, 2001; Hara, 2002; Jeong, 2005). While other researcher’s efforts have their own value and contribute to our understanding of interaction amongst participants, what we need to focus on more in the data analysis is how interaction can be represented in a complex social context, such as the collaborative learning process.

The nature of interaction is complex in any circumstance. In online contexts, the complexity is even more pronounced. The purpose of this study was to investigate how student collaborative learning was reflected in asynchronous discussion in terms of response sequence, interaction amongst participants, and concept map.
The primary research question guiding the study was “what are the patterns of interaction in online discourse?”

**Literature Review**

From situative perspective, learning is situated in a specific social context (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989; Henning, 2004; Wenger, 1998), and cognition is distributed across individuals, tools, and artifacts (Salomon, 1993; Pea 1993, 2004). In an online learning context, knowledge is socially constructed in primarily written formats and learning is enabled via various means of communication. Knowledge and learning occur in a gradual convergence through interactive communication and facilitated collaboration.

Further, there is no separation of knowing from that which is known; rather, there is an assumption that practice, meaning, and identity constitute and are constructed within context, suggesting dialectic relations among practice, meaning, and context (Barab & Duffy, 2012; Barab & Kirshner, 2001; Kirshner & Whitson, 1997). The online discourse generated by asynchronous discussion cannot be separated from the technology (i.e., online course management systems) or the social context (i.e., class). The discourse is partially controlled by technological affordances, the learner(s), and the context. The interactions are dynamic, such that the writing of one person can only be described and understood in relation to the response of the other persons, and in relation to the situational and temporal circumstances in a community of learners (Barab & Duffy, 2012; Salomon 1993, 1998).

One of the greatest potentials for technology-mediated communication is its ability to provide an infrastructure to enable group and collaborative learning (Chee-kit, 2002; Han & Hill, 2007, Harasim, 2012). Computer conferencing typically involves interaction amongst a group of participants. A user can log on
and read the contributions (i.e., messages) of other members of the group, respond to the message(s) posted or create a message for a new thread. Most current conferencing tools allow the inclusion of other media like pictures and links to web pages or other information in a message. The systems also include additional features like the ability to organize the messages by author, topic theme, keywords, or chronological order.

A threaded discussion is a simple form of hierarchically structured written-text provided by computer conferencing systems. A threaded discussion usually shows the list of all the messages with subject headings, enabling a structuring of messages by topic. A common use of the threaded discussions in learning contexts involves a participant (i.e., instructor, student) specifying a topic for discussion in advance and others posting their response messages containing opinions, comments, or questions about the topic. The individual messages are thus organized by topics that emerge in the discussion.

One aspect of online learning that seems quite different from face-to-face learning involves class discussion. Online class discussion does not evolve sequentially through time, as classroom discussion does, but rather grows over time from multiple conceptual perspectives in many dimensions all at once (Condon & Čech, 1996; Davis & Brewer, 1997). The nature of the interactions assists in enabling the evolution of the discussion; however, the affordance of the technology also plays a role. According to Pea (1993), “affordance refers to the perceived and actual properties of a thing, primarily those functional properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” (p. 51). Thus for example, in asynchronous discussion boards, the computer and Internet technology enables communication via the generation of discussion messages amongst participants.

In order to examine a complex construct such as interaction, researchers benefit from carefully examining the context within which the interaction is taking place. An interesting aspect of asynchronous online learning is that interaction is mainly constructed in written form. It has been suggested that asynchronous online
discourse is a new kind of language showing hybrid features of both spoken and written language (Davis & Brewer, 1997; Mann & Stewart, 2000; Yates, 1996). Language in online discourse is typed and therefore like writing and contains exchanges, which are ‘often rapid and informal’ and therefore like talk. Thus, “it reads like and to a certain extent acts like conversation” (Davis & Brewer, 1997, p. 2).

Language in asynchronous online discourse also differs from face-to-face communication in turn taking (Davis & Brewer, 1997; Garcia & Jacobs, 1999; Hutchby, 2001). Responses to messages may be delayed because of the asynchronous nature of the conversation. Time between the postings of messages among participants may range from several seconds to several days or longer depending on the length of time that the discussion forum or thread is available to its participants.

The technological affordances of the system used can influence the patterns of interaction. Turn-taking systems are used to organize social activities, such as interaction, in a specific context; it is beneficial to examine how the turns are distributed in a group context to understand the structure and patterns of interaction (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). In face-to-face conversations, when a person asks a question, s/he expects an answer or no answer given as a response. Depending on the speakers, the size and quality of the turns are changed and varied; however, the conversation typically moves in a linear path from beginning to end in terms of time.

The turn-taking system in asynchronous discussion does not consist of the rules and procedures participants commonly use to exchange turns in face-to-face discussion. Similar to turn taking in face-to-face conversation, turns in asynchronous discussion are either guided by the previous speaker or self-selected by next speakers (Sacks et al., 1974). However, in an asynchronous online discussion, compared to face-to-face conversation where one party talks at a time (Sacks et al., 1974), one message (i.e., response) can be used in more than one
thread of a conversation. That is, one message may contribute to multiple conversations in various ways. While this can enable rich discussion, it can also contribute to confusion when one follows multi-faceted conversation.

While the turn-taking system in face-to-face interaction provides a consistent basis for speaker-change and its recurrence (Sacks et al., 1974), in asynchronous modes, the computer system makes its recurrence partially automatic. That is, options of allocation of turns are not provided by common rules of conversation; the turn-taking occurs as a result of pressing the reply button to the previous messages. Because of this, asynchronous discourse is often considered two-directional texts incorporating the activities of creating (writing) and posting (sending and receiving) the messages (Davis & Brewer, 1997). Without contextual and facial clues, in asynchronous discussion, a participant may not be able to control the exact placement of her message in the threaded discussion, as others may complete and post theirs first. Thus this text-based context may result in a different communication environment than is found in face-to-face conversation.

Most studies exploring interaction report the interaction in terms of density; that is, by the number of messages sent by participants (e.g., Beek, Fitzgerald, & Pauksztat, 2003). However, quantification of the rate of response may not provide sufficient insight in the interaction process, including the contextual factors that affect interaction (Strijbos, Kirschner, & Martens, 2004). Therefore, to understand how one message appears to be a strong contributor to, or more influential in, continuing the discussion, we should examine indications of unique linguistic behavior of participants within the system.

**Methodology**

**The Context**

The focus of this study was to explore the nature of group discourse in
asynchronous online discussion. The study was a case study, a process of inquiry about the case, including the logic of research design, data generation methods, and specific data analysis strategies, as well as the product of that inquiry (Yin, 2013). This study proposed that asocial process of online learning is entwined with the context and the technology with which participants collaborate and interact, making case study an appropriate research design.

This qualitative case study was conducted in a Master’s level course. The implementation of the course took place in a university during a short session in the summer (four weeks). The participants consisted of the university instructor (n=1), doctoral students as facilitators (n=2), and K-12 teachers as students (n=23). At the time of the study, most students (n=21) had experience (i.e., one or more courses) learning in an online environment. The participants were dominantly female (n=22). There were six different project groups (n=3-4), with two projects groups paired as a discussion group. Consequently, there were three different discussion groups (n = 6-8 participants) using the discussion boards throughout the implementation of the course. Each group was assigned in a specific discussion forum for their group with two discussion topics per week. A single discussion topic contained multiple discussion threads.

The goal of the course was to provide an introduction to the instructional design process within a hands-on setting. The course offered sixteen class meetings within a blended technology enhanced learning environment. Students were expected to complete individual activities, with a culminating group project.

During the course, participants experienced a variety of instructional methods, such as face-to-face workshops, synchronous online chat, and asynchronous discussion. Face-to-face workshops provided logistical support, a preview of course content, and opportunities to work on group tasks within a classroom and computer lab. Synchronous online chat sessions offered opportunities to ask questions and discuss the course content. Asynchronous discussions forums allowed participants to discuss multiple topics throughout the course between face-
to-face workshops. The asynchronous discussion board enabled a variety of interactions to assist students’ learning in several ways.

Data Collection

The primary data used for this study were the transcripts from the discourse captured from the asynchronous discussion board. There were 150 discussion topics, with a total of 621 messages generated across all participants during the implementation of the course. The content of the messages ranged from course topics to technological support (e.g., how do I make the link in Web page?), to more socially focused messages (i.e., sharing stress tips). The transcripts of the discussions board were collected as a compiled text file at the end of the course for analysis.

The online learning tool controlled the structure of the threaded discussion. A generic feature of most discussion tools is that the discussion is displayed as a hierarchical and linear process. By providing threading capabilities, conference discussions remain relatively structured and coherent, and users can easily track the evolution of group discussions around specific topics. One discussion group (n=8) was selected for in depth analysis of patterns and the nature of the learning process. This discussion group had a rich set of discussion in terms of number of messages posted in the forum. During the implementation of the course, the group generated 170 messages directly related to the course content, an average of 21 per participant. The total number of messages was 16 % more than the next closest group who generated 105 messages.

Data Analysis Procedure

Data analysis incorporated the 170 messages generated by the discussion group, including five discussion topics (i.e., needs assessment and learner analysis;
objectives and assessment; strategies, activities and materials; implementation and evaluation; and instructional consultation) with 17 threads in the discussion topics. Detailed analysis was implemented in individual messages, yet fundamental unit of analysis was a thread of the discussion. Individual messages were analyzed within the context of the thread, and the threads were cross-examined during the analysis. Despite the researcher analyzed all 170 messages; this paper presents one typical thread (i.e., a thread from objectives and assessment) as an example of analysis process and data representation for lack of space. The researcher analyzed what has been discussed in a specific thread of which topic was ‘objective and assessment.’

To examine the different patterns of interaction, a “mapping strategy” was employed and patterns in the messages were identified (see Han, 2002; Han & Hill, 2004). The mapping strategy enabled the researcher to visualize the relationship between the messages and participants. First, the researcher analyzed to whom the specific message has sent based on addressivity and relationship between messages, if not specifically designated. The nodes in the maps are the individual messages in the thread while the links show relationships between the nodes. This informs the researchers how messages interrelated instead of simply relying on linear presentations of messages by technological affordances. Then in depth inductive analysis was implemented including meaning condensation and then meaning categorization (Coffey & Akins, 1996; Kvale, 1997). From the initial question, the researcher created the concept map representing how each category (i.e. keywords) is interrelated. The strategy enabled the researcher to draw nodes representing individual participants and then to create a different way of depicting the links and interaction between the messages (vs. the linear order generated by the system). This method supported the researcher to better understand the interdependence of each message and therefore the network between participants' messages.

Findings

Multiple lenses to view interaction were demonstrated in the data. Each view
contributes to the richness of the interaction that can occur in an online discussion. The first lens illustrates the response sequences. The second lens illustrates the interaction that occurred amongst the participants. The third lens enabled the researcher to depict the concept map of messages.

Figure 1 presents a general depiction of the interaction patterns displayed by the computer system.

![Figure 1. Interaction pattern: A thread of discussion](image)

This expresses how the computer conferencing system organizes individual postings. The number indicates the actual sequence of the message as generated by the computer system. The lower number refers to the earlier posting in terms of time (i.e., number nine was posted before number 41). The arrow indicates a responding behavior occurred. That is a participant composed a message and clicked the reply button to a message previously posted.

Following the links between messages may not be readily discernible by a visual examination of the threaded discussion. The automatic display of the data by the online discussion board simply provides a hierarchical, linear representation of the conversation. A more detailed analysis of the transcripts of the discussion board enabled the researcher to further explore the actual relationships between messages. By examining the transcripts of the discussion, the researchers were able to demonstrate the response sequences.
Response Sequences

While the interaction is partially controlled by the system, generating a linear pattern, examining the participants’ linguistic behavior in the messages enables observation of more complex patterns. In Figure 2, the arrows are used to indicate connections between message and the dotted line indicates an actual interaction reflected within the text.

One element that enabled a more robust exploration of the messages was addressivity (i.e., who is named as the recipient in the text of the message). For example, Chris (498) responded to Ann (498), but she also responded to message
created by Jane (465) and Kay (472) at the same time by addressing their name in her messages. For another example, Jane (503) responded to Chris (498), but she intended to respond to all participants in the thread (e.g., “to all” was in her message).

A number of properties of interaction in technology-mediated communication are the result of attempts to avoid ambiguity and discontinuity in structures of turn-taking, which in face-to-face conversation encounters would typically be negotiated by paralinguistic cues such as intonation, pauses, gesture and eye-gaze. As shown in the data (see Figure 2), the participants worked to organize the disparate elements of the discourse controlled by the system. For example, it has become more conventional for participants of online discussion to indicate the intended addressee by putting that person’s name at the start of a message (Hutchby, 2001; Werry, 1996).

**Interaction Amongst Participants**

Asynchronous discussion is often described as a many-to-many communication tool that structures information exchanges and interactions between participants. In asynchronous discussion, multiple participants engage at different times, therefore explicit interactions between two participants (i.e., one-on-one) are not always observed. In order to reveal the different layers of the discussion, the researchers found a new representation of the data was needed. Therefore, the messages in the thread were organized by the interaction amongst participants. Figure 3 indicates how the multilateral communications were demonstrated in this asynchronous discussion.

Figure 3 helps to illustrate how participants are connected to and interact with each other during the discussion by restructuring the messages by participants (as opposed to the linear display generated by the conferencing system). For example, Jane asked a question (465), and Ann directly responded to Jane (488). Jane (465)
and Ann (488)’s interaction comprised of question and answer. And Jane did not respond to Ann’s answer (488). However, interaction between Jane and Ann did not stop here. Jane responded to other participants who answered her question (503) including Ann, by using addressivity (i.e., strategy; e.g., ‘to all’) and by responding to Chris’s post (498) (i.e., technological affordance; e.g., threaded by computer). Here, Jane responded Ann (488) explicitly (address Ann’s name in Jane’s message) as well as implicitly (through Chris’s message responded to Ann). This example indicates how Jane, Chris, and Ann are connected in the threaded discussion.

For another example, Ann (547) responded to Jane (534), and then Dora (555) responded to Ann (547), finally Brenda (558) replied to Dora (555). Similar to the previous example, here, Brenda also replied to Ann and Jane by addressing their name in the text of the message (558). The interaction amongst participants is complex and multiple: four participants are connected through interaction between the messages (see Figure 4). As a result, it appears that all participants are linked in the discussion, not directly and/or explicitly, but each participant contribution
enables the dialogue to connect together by responding to others’ messages.

Concept Map of Messages

Meaning from the context (i.e., the line of thought) in individual messages also allowed the researchers to observe different interaction patterns. The interaction appeared to be centered around the content of the messages; therefore, a concept map of the discussion was created. Figure 4 includes interactions between Jane, Chris, and Ann for further examination. The concept map is based on categories and themes that emerged in the messages generated by three participants.
The map proposes that interaction is also enabled by the relatedness of the content (e.g., concepts) of the messages posted by each participant. First, Jane, Chris, and Ann’s messages are condensed as themes and these themes are categorized as shown in Figure 4. In this example, individual participants’ names or number of message are not specified, rather the focus is on describing the integration of content of the messages. By representing how participants shared the meanings, Figure 4 illustrates how participants cross-examined the concepts during the discussion. Investigation of the meaning from the text demonstrates the addressivity is not the only indication that can explain how participants actually interacted.

In summary, the interaction enabled by the asynchronous discussion was depicted through three different lenses: response sequences, interaction amongst participants, and concept map of messages. These could only be discerned when the researchers moved beyond the linear presentation features enabled by the tool to the multilateral communication (i.e., many-to-many) capabilities taking place in the messages. Within this technological environment, participants’ linguistic behavior (e.g., addressivity) created unique interaction patterns. Further, concept mapping the discussion enabled the researchers to observe content connections between the messages. We now turn to the social dimensions in the asynchronous discussion, for insight into how this interaction is supported in terms of the use of different types of discourse.

**Discussion and Implications**

Participants in online discussion, in the absence of vocal and nonverbal cues, employed a variety of strategies to organize the interaction. Organizing strategies have been identified by other researchers who indicate that the use of verbal immediacy indicators (e.g., addressivity) also reduces the perceived psychological
distance between participants. The research also indicates that students often perceive online discussions as highly interactive and social (Gunawardena & Zittle, 1997; Richardson & Swan, 2003).

The linear presentation of messages by the system challenged the researcher in observing the interaction in the asynchronous discussion. Different mapping strategies allowed for a more thorough examination of various patterns of interaction in the asynchronous discussion, enabling the discovery of distinctive behaviors in the interactions. This calls attention to the need to reexamine how interaction is determined in online environments.

The use of a different mapping strategy also enabled the revelation that participants cross-referred the messages in different threads. As shown in [Figure 3], Jane (message 534) referred Sean’s message (522) from a different thread and made connection between two messages. In addition, the discussion of this thread was referred in different thread. This phenomenon indicates that interactions can be viewed through multiple lenses if we look beyond the default structure created by the system (e.g., across-thread) (Levin, 1999; Turoff, Hiltz, Bieber, Fjermestad, & Rana, 1999). Future study should further examine this phenomenon, how participants organize ideas across discussion threads (or topics), and how this might can be support to learning.

The visualization of response sequences also enabled the researchers to discover complex and dynamic interaction patterns amongst participants. As shown in the data, the many-to-many communication feature offered by the online learning system does not always enable direct one-on-one interaction between two participants. Rather, in many instances, one message contributed to multiple threads in the stream of conversation. In these complex relationships, we were able to observe that many individual messages are connected in the larger threaded discussion.

The interaction amongst participants has implications for the current conceptual frameworks on collaborative learning (e.g., Harasim, 2012). Current conceptual
frameworks propose how participants make links between ideas. However, as indicated in the data from this study, the messages also bind each participant and consequently a group(s) of participants together. It appears that the contribution of one message may not only enable a response to one participant, but also connect many participants to each other (c.f., Romiszowski, 1997; Salomon, 1998).

The concept map of messages proposes that response sequences and interaction amongst participants can also be viewed between concepts within messages in an asynchronous discussion. On the surface, the messages posted by individuals are linked by the system in a linear fashion as they are posted. However, by exploring the specific content of and context in which the messages are posted, the data indicated that the interaction extends to collaborative conversation amongst participants. Ultimately, a conceptual network of interrelated ideas including multiple perspectives is built in asynchronous discussion.

Physical access to data for interaction analysis is relatively easy. Transcripts of online discussions are readily accessible since the written data is compiled as text during and after the discussion. However, given the rich and complex nature of the data, conceptual access may not be so easy. One single method of examining the data does not appear to be sufficient; rather multiple methods appear to be useful in gaining a richer understanding of the interactions that occur in online discussions.

Grounded in the data, the goal of using a variety of strategies was to visualize the interaction patterns to seek a different way of looking at the social process of learning.

Another challenge comes from the nature of data. Due to the asynchronicity, it is not simple to analyze the activities that occurred during the reading, writing, and posting messages outside as well as within the discussion board. If we examine the evolution of a discussion over time, how might we conceptualize ‘distributed’ time – asynchronous participation – by the growth of discussion threads or particular themes? Or do we consider its evolution over time across participants? Future research is needed that will enable extensive data collection methods to substantiate
the findings (e.g., in-depth recall interview, participant’s self-reflection during and after the session, post-group discussion).

One area in need of further examination is the participants’ ability to recognize different layers in the discourse. As mentioned earlier in the paper, the turn-taking strategy in an asynchronous discussion does not incorporate the same procedures a participant uses to take turns in a face-to-face discussion (Sacks et al., 1974). Participants cannot control the exact placement of their messages in the threaded discussion systems as they currently are configured. This phenomenon is often described as a ‘conflict of discourse’ and as one of the challenges in online discussion (Kemery, 2000; Wegerif, 1998). Research questions related to the different layers of interaction (e.g., do the participants perceive complex interaction patterns, or do they simply see the linear pattern of the interaction as depicted by the system?) should be addressed in the future research.

Related to the multiple layers of interaction, identification of linguistic behaviors and how these are interrelated to technological affordances should be further examined. One of the indicators, addressivity, was identified and described in this study; other researchers have also identified different behaviors in online contexts (e.g., Erkens, Andriessen, & Peters, 2003). For instance, in the data, participants often replied to their own messages (e.g., “This feels a little silly, replying to my own post! But I want to say some things…about that long statement…”, Ann). When we examine this phenomenon, do we consider this as learning strategies or linguistic behaviors in online context? Other qualifiers that might contribute to the structure of the interaction should be thoroughly explored to enable researchers to investigate how we interpret size, centrality, and density of interaction from different perspectives.

The other area considered for implementation is the design of the system. For example, in this study, the concept map was used as an analysis tool. The strategy indicates interaction occurs around the messages created by multiple participants, consequently, what was shared between participants can be explained. The use of a
concept map was originally intended to enable learners to generate and communicate ideas, to support learning by explicitly integrating new and old knowledge, and to assess understanding or diagnose misunderstanding (see Jonassen, Beissner, & Yacci, 1993; Lawson, 1994). This study suggests incorporated concept mapping tools in current online discussion systems, so as to assist participants with understanding and monitoring their own cognitive development process in individual and collaborative learning contexts. This may also contribute to overcoming the conflicts of discourse in an online environment.

One may observe that the “interaction” displayed by a computer network is merely a technological device used to link the messages. However, the examination of different layers in the interaction empowered the researcher to view the connections amongst participants into a collaborative conversational structure, where the messages are connected with ideas. Furthermore, the investigation of the meaning-making from the context supported to represent the conceptual structure of the interrelated ideas amongst participants.

Online discourse is situated in different layers of interaction: multilateral (i.e., many-to-many) communication, linear presentation of the asynchronous discussion, and a learner’s strategy to organize the interaction. In the unique and multi-faceted interaction created via asynchronous discussion, individual messages are intertwined and shared in a group. Both the process and result of the discussion are situated in the specific context. The individual’s effort is related to the group, and the group relies on individual effort. That is, the responsibility is distributed amongst participants, yet the control is shared in the community.
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